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information and recipes

About this e-Book

Hi! 

I'm Aimee, co-owner of Primal Influence and co-host of the
Sunshine Coast Paleo Lifestyle Meetup group along with my
partner Clint.

Both Clint and I are big fans of pure gelatin powder because we've
both seen great improvements to our health since consuming it on
a daily basis. 

Gelatin can be tricky to use at first so I love showing people how to
cook with it to create delicious and incredibly healthy dishes for
themselves and their families.

Because not everyone can attend my cooking demo's and
workshops I wanted to create an e-book containing all of my gelatin
recipes along with plenty of tips and tricks with using it so readers
can hopefully avoid all the mistakes I made when I first starting
using it and can create magical gelatin creations to enjoy!

I hope this e-book helps you become confident using gelatin in the
kitchen! Please feel free to send me photos of your amazing
creations!

Aimee x



information and recipes

What's included?

LOTS!

In this e-book you'll find information about...

- What is gelatin?

- What are the benefits of consuming gelatin?

- The two kinds of gelatin and their uses

- Q&A

along with these detailed and thorough recipes:

- Lollies

- Jelly Cups

- Marshmallows

- Panna Cotta
- Mousse

Plus stacks of flavour and ingredient combination suggestions and
tips and tricks!

Enjoy!



let's
get started!

What is Gelatin?

Gelatin is a translucent, colourless, brittle, flavourless solid substance, derived
from collagen found in animal bones  - usually pork or beef. 

It’s commonly used as a gelling agent in food, pharmaceuticals, photography, and
cosmetic manufacturing. It is found in most gummy lollies as well as other factory-
made products such as marshmallows, gelatin dessert, and some ice cream, dips
and yogurt. 

The gelatin found in these are most likely not from grass-fed, healthy and happy
animals. When we  consume meat and other products from grass-fed animals we
are doing ourselves a favour as well as the planet, because animals are meant to
eat grass, bugs etc, not pellets full of soy, grains and preservatives which
conventionally-raised animals are unfortunately fed these days.

It’s the same for humans! So when we eat animal products derived from animals
that ate what they were naturally designed to eat, we are eating what we’re
naturally designed to be eating! And excluding ingredients neither they nor us
were ever designed to eat.

Pure gelatin, such as Great Lakes, is from grass-fed animals and is 100% pure
gelatin in the form of powder. There are three varieties: beef, pork and
hydrolysate. I use the beef and the hydrolysate.

The difference? Beef gelatin gels, and can be made into lollies, jelly and other
sweet dishes which is what this e-book will show you how to use. While
Hydrolysate doesn’t gel, it just dissolves easily in water but is more collagen.



Improves skin health:
Because it’s high in amino acids which is vital for skin elasticity,  renewal of skin cells
and skin tone.

Anti-aging and wrinkles: 
Collagen depletion usually starts when we are in our late 20s. It becomes more
important to add gelatin to your diet after age 30 to help fight aging. Skin creams that
contain collagen are useless because the collagen is too large to be absorbed by the
skin. Taking it internally in the form of gelatin, which contains proline, is a good
source of dietary collagen and can do wonders for the skin.

Teeth, hair and nails:
Gelatin provides beneficial minerals that are lacking in the overly processed western
diet. It’s abundant in calcium, magnesium and phosphorus.

Cellulite and weight loss:
Cellulite is caused by a breakdown of collagen, which can be exacerbated by
nutritional deficiencies. Collagen in pure powder form  is high in protein and can help
with reducing cellulite and weight loss.

Digestion and leaky gut:
The amino acid glycine in gelatin can help increase hydrochloric acid in the stomach
which is needed for digestion and assimilation of nutrients.

Strong bones:
Bones are living structures that can be built up or broken 
down daily by our nutritional choices. Gelatin contains 
easy to digest calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, silicon, 
sulphur and trace minerals which helps build a healthy 
bone matrix.

What are the benefits of
consuming gelatin?

our joints
love gelatin!



It really is a 'superfood'!

It also helps lower inflammation,
aids in arthritis support, 

helps balance hormones,
supports adrenals, and helps repair

wounds!



As mentioned earlier, there are basically two kinds of gelatin...

HYDROLYSATE gelatin powder which doesn't actually gel but is 
made up of more collagen.

Some people confuse the Hydrolysate for not being 'gelatin' and 
assume it's from a plant source because it comes in a green tub, but it is
gelatin and it is from an animal source; the beef hides have simply been
processed differently to extract more collagen. This variety doesn't gel and is
easily dissolved in cold liquid instead of requiring hot liquid.

Because it's a more potent source of collagen the Hydrolysate variety may
benefit some people and their health needs more than the beef / pork gelatin,
however many people like to have both on hand so they can gain the
increased collagen benefits of the Hydrolysate and also be able to make lollies
and desserts with the beef / pork gelatin.

Both are highly nutritious and healing and both have different uses, so please
do your research before deciding which is best for you and your family, and if
you'd like to use both it's important to understand the differences and how to
use them.

I always use the beef (not pork) when making desserts, and it's obviously
trickier to use than the Hydrolysate so now let's get stuck into the nitty gritty...
how to make yummy, healthy goodies with it!

Know just how to use the two
kinds of gelatin

BEEF / PORK  gelatin powder that gels and makes lollies
and other jelly-like goodies, and



Lollies, or "gummies", are one of my favourite uses for gelatin powder. The first thing
I ever attempted with gelatin was a batch of pomegranate juice lollies and luckily I'd
been chatting to someone already regularly making them as to the gelatin quantity to
use because so many recipes I came across online gave very different information
which only confused me and put me off trying to make any.

Some recipes asked for 6 tablespoons of gelatin to 2 cups of liquid, while some
called for just 3 tablespoons. Talk about confusing!

I used advice from a friend, had a go at making a batch of lollies and they turned out
great! Since then I've played around with different flavour combinations, different
textures, and even creating fun shapes using molds. I've discovered a few
interesting things on my gelatin lolly journey so let me share my base recipe and
some tips and tricks!

Now, if you haven't tried a home-made gelatin lolly before you need to know they do
not, and will never, taste like regular store-bought candy! Sorry, but it's just not
gunna happen! Some of you, and some kids out there, will not like the texture and
taste of these compared to regular lollies, but if you do like them then they are a
terrific snack for so many occasions including picnics, parties, driving trips, school
lunch boxes and more.

Below are some suggestions for different flavour combinations so hopefully there's
something there you and the kids can enjoy!

Gelatin Lollies: a
healthy alternative to
commercial varieties

recipe
time!



INGREDIENTS
2 cups pure pulp-free fruit juice (organic when possible), either store-bought or
juiced at home
4 tablespoons beef gelatin powder

Optional: sweetener of choice such as raw honey

METHOD
1. In a large saucepan add the juice - do not  heat yet! You need a saucepan that
has a  relatively large surface area
2. Gently sprinkle the gelatin powder evenly over the entire surface of the liquid
3. Allow this to ‘bloom’ for 5-10 mins. You’ll know it’s ready when all the powder is
translucent 
4. Bring liquid and gelatin to medium heat on the stove and whisk well until all        
completely dissolved. This won’t take long because you already softened the
gelatin. Turn heat off
5. Add in sweetener if using one and stir well
6. Pour the mixture into a flat square/rectangle container and place in the fridge for
a few hours to set
7. Gently remove the large lolly from the container onto a chopping board when the
mixture has set through and feels firm and cold to touch. Slice into squares with a
knife. 
If you didn’t add enough gelatin and the mixture becomes the consistency of just
jelly, then it may be difficult to remove from the container. 

Easy Fruit Juice Lollies

OMG! Why does it look like this?!

Once the gelatin has been evenly sprinkled onto the
surface of the juice the "bloom" process will begin
and this is what it will look like - kinda 'brainy' and
weird! 

Don't worry, that's perfectly normal for that amount of
gelatin



so much goodness in such 
a humble drink!

Using molds to create fun lolly shapes!

There is a huge variety of molds and shapes on the market at the moment including
silicon molds which are my favourite to use and probably the most common. They're
great because you can create fun shapes that the kids will love, ideal for parties and
treats, hopefully enticing the littlies to choose these healthier sweets over the toxic
store-bought varieties!

The only downside of using molds is, depending on the shape, some of the lolly
mixture can become stuck therefore creating messy looking lollies when you do
eventually get them out. 

The solution? Add a little more gelatin!

You don't need to do this when using a container or basic shaped molds such as
circles, but I highly recommend it when using more detailed shaped molds such as
fish, stars etc.

Simply add another 0.5 - 1 tsp gelatin powder to make firmer lollies which should
then be easier to remove from the molds.

Tips & Tricks

SHAPES GALORE!
This is my current collection of silicon molds! Small hearts,

large hearts, fish, stars, cupcake holders, squares, and
patterned ovals. I buy these from shops like Kmart, Target,

kitchenware and variety stores

What NOT to use

From personal experience, there are 2 fruits I've found to be difficult to use when
mixed with gelatin; pineapple and kiwi fruit. Due to the enzyme content they simply
don't gel as easily. So unless you're prepared to use a lot of extra gelatin powder to
set goodies made with pineapple or kiwi, maybe avoid using them!



so much goodness in such 
a humble drink!

Try these flavour and texture combinations and see which you like best!

Fruit and Veg: use 1 and 1/4 cups orange juice, 1/4 cup pureed cooked carrot, 2
tbsp honey. This makes a really dark orange colour lolly and helps get the veggies
into the kids without them knowing!

Berry Crunchy: use 1 and 1/4 cups blueberry or blueberry/pomegranate juice with
1/4 cup organic blueberries. The blended berries including the seeds gives it a
crunchy texture which some people will really enjoy.

Chocolate Pudding: use 1 tin Ayam coconut milk, 3 tbsp organic cocoa powder, 2
tbsp coconut oil, 2 tbsp water, 2 tbsp honey. This really does make chocolate
pudding lollies! Be sure to sprinkle the gelatin powder over the coconut milk and
water in the saucepan then add the other ingredients later so the gelatin blooms
properly. Stir well so there are no lumps of cocoa remaining. Yum!

Sugar-Free: if you need to avoid sugar for whatever reason you can use coconut
milk and flavoured stevia liquid (I like cherry!) to create a creamy lolly with zero
sugar. Or use herbal tea and plain stevia liquid. Rose hip is a really nice tea to use.

Flavour Combinations

be creative
with flavours!



Jelly Cups
Jelly is very similar to lollies, they're just made using less gelatin!

These are great for school lunch boxes or after school snacks. Heck, they're even
great for brekkie! I have jelly for brekkie each morning, made with fruit, water and
gelatin, with a side of fried grass-fed beef or lamb mince and an egg yolk. Jelly and
lollies on their own, with no fat, won't sustain hunger for long but they're great
alongside other healthy foods containing good fats.

INGREDIENTS
2 cups liquid (juice, coconut milk, herbal tea etc)
2 tablespoons beef gelatin powder

Optional: sweetener of choice such as raw honey

METHOD
1. In a large saucepan add the liquid - do not  heat yet! You need a saucepan that
has a  relatively large surface area
2. Gently sprinkle the gelatin powder evenly over the entire surface of the liquid
3. Allow this to ‘bloom’ for 5-10 mins. You’ll know it’s ready when all the powder is
translucent 
4. Bring liquid and gelatin to medium heat on the stove and whisk well until all        
completely dissolved. This won’t take long because you already softened the
gelatin. Turn heat off
5. Add in sweetener if using one and stir well
6. Pour the mixture into one container to set in or 
into individual serving dishes
7. Place in the fridge and allow to set for a few hours

TIP: if setting jelly into individual cups for a party, fancy-them up a
little by placing sliced fruits on top, and even a dollop of  

pure coconut cream (put a tin of Ayam coconut cream in the fridge
overnight, open using the ring-pull, scoop out the cream 

on top, use that! Discard the liquid at the bottom. 
Instant thick dairy-fee cream!)



Marshmallows

Yes! You really can make healthy marshmallows!

This is one of my absolute favourite gelatin dishes because, having a sweet tooth,
it's pretty amazing to be able to eat a fluffy, yummy, sweet marshmallow with zero
guilt attached!

I don't make them often though, this is a recipe I only use at workshops or for
special occasions because it's the most time-consuming gelatin dish in my
repertoire. But, it's so worth the effort when I do make them!

One of my most memorable experiences with making these marshmallows was last
year when I took a friend and her sons camping for the first time. One little boy, who
was born pretty sick, had never eaten a conventional marshmallow because he
simply couldn't consume any of the ingredients in them due to allergies and
sensitivities. 

I took a batch of marshmallows along to the camping weekend and divided them
between everyone there. My friend's boy ate his share and loved them! His cute
little face was beaming with happiness having had a marshmallow for the first time!
 
I was pretty chuffed, to say the least!

Now I'd like to share with you the recipe for making delicious and healthy
marshmallows for yourself and the rest of the family...

so yum!
and so healthy!



INGREDIENTS
1 cup filtered or spring water (split into half cups)
2.5 tbsp. beef gelatin powder
1 cup honey
1 tsp pure vanilla (powder, liquid, beans etc)
1 tsp Himalayan salt
1-2 tbsp arrowroot powder

METHOD
Please read through all steps thoroughly before you begin so you have a good
understanding of what to do

1. Grab a square or rectangular pan/tin/container (bread loaf tins work well), place a
sheet of grease-proof paper (the good quality variety such as Glad) in so some
paper is hanging out the sides to use as handles later, and sprinkle some arrowroot
flour in the bottom

2. In a small and shallow bowl/container place 1/2 cup water

3. Gently and evenly sprinkle gelatin powder over the surface of the water. Allow to
bloom for 5 minutes or until all powder is translucent and soft

4. In the meantime, pour the other 1/2 cup of water 
into a small saucepan along with the honey and 
salt. Bring to medium - high heat, place a candy 
thermometer in but not letting it touch the bottom, 
and let the mixture reach 240-242 degrees 
Fahrenheit / 115.5-116.5 Celsius. It’s important the 
mixture reaches this temperature, no less and no 
more, in order to create the sugar syrup needed to 
allow the marshmallows to rise. This usually takes 
about 15 minutes (give or take) depending on how 
hot the burner is, size of saucepan and even the 
humidity in the air



 

At first it’ll mix in chunks, but slowly and surely it’ll all mix in and start becoming a
smooth and fluffy ‘goop’. Once all the sugar syrup is mixed into the gelatin, turn the
hand mixer to high and keep on for around 10 minutes, give or take. It’s OK to have
a few seconds break every so often so your mixer motor doesn’t burn out but it
usually takes around 10 minutes all up to get the mixture to a taller, smooth and
shiny consistency. 

It’s ready when the mixture has good volume and holds 
its shape for a moment before falling back on itself when 
scooped up with the beaters

8. Once it’s set (best to leave overnight, so you’re not tempted during the day to cut
it before it’s properly set!) hold onto paper edges, remove entire thing from
tin/container, grab a knife and cut into squares

9. Place into a bag with arrowroot powder and shake well. This will coat all the
sticky edges and give the ‘real marshmallow’ affect. Congratulations! You have
successfully made healthy marshmallows!

10. Store in an air-tight container (if they last longer than a day of course!)

5. Once the mixture has reached the needed temp, grab a 
hand mixer, turn it to low speed, place it in the container 
with the bloomed gelatin mixture and SLOWLY, pour in  
 the sugar syrup but be sure not to let it touch the beaters
or it’ll spray up on the sides of the container, wasting
some of it

6. Turn the hand mixer off, grab a spatula and quickly transfer
the mixture to the tin or container lined with baking paper.
The setting process begins immediately so you need to be
very quick here!

7. Once all the mixture is in and smoothed over as much as 
possible, leave on the bench for about 6 hours to let it set
right through. DO NOT place in the fridge. You can leave a
dry tea towel over it but it’s not necessary



colour fun
perfect for 

parties!

Make coloured marshmallows!

Creating fluffy, white, marshmallows is the first step, now how would you like to
make coloured batches?!

I've discovered how and without using chemical food dyes. Yay! Here's how...

Pink: grab a small beetroot, or halve a large 
one, peel and roughly chop. Place in a 
saucepan, cover with filtered or spring water, 
bring to the boil then simmer for about 5 
minutes. Strain the liquid into a container and 
store in the freezer. When it's time to make 
marshmallows, thaw the liquid and use as the 
1/2 cup in the blooming gelatin mixture to 
replace the 1/2 cup of plain water in the recipe, 
NOT in the sugar syrup water. Why? Because 
as it boils with the honey the colour will 
disappear. 

The pink will be very dark at first but once the gelatin mixture combines with the
sugar syrup and rises as it's being beaten with the hand mixer, the colour will fade to
a nice light pink. 

Easy!

Tips & Tricks

Green: use a large handful of fresh spinach leaves and follow the steps above.

I haven't attempted other colours yet but I'm keen to try
turmeric for yellow and blueberry juice for blue! If you
experiment with other colours and have success please
be sure to let me know!



Panna Cotta

Let's get a little decadent and a little fancy now and talk about how to create a
healthier version of a famous desser, dreamy creamy panna cotta!

One of the best things about this recipe is the abundance of flavours that can be
achieved while keeping the same soft and creamy texture.

Here's the recipe for my favourite flavour... Jaffa Panna Cotta!

mmm
chocolate!



INGREDIENTS
1 tsp - 1 tbsp beef gelatin powder (depending on how wobbly or firm you like your
panna cotta)
400ml 100% pure coconut milk (Ayam is the brand I use, you can buy the 275ml tin
of pure coconut cream and make 400ml up by adding water)
2 tbsp pure cocoa powder
2 tbsp honey (more if you prefer more sweetness)
Rind of 1 large orange, keep some aside for garnish
½ tsp pure vanilla (paste, powder or essence)

Optional: cacao nibs, good quality primal chocolate shavings (such as Eating
Evolved - available through our affiliate link), fresh organic berries to garnish

METHOD
1. In a small or medium saucepan add 1 cup of coconut milk, orange rind, cocoa,
honey and vanilla

2. Whisk to combine
3. Turn the heat off JUST BEFORE the mixture bubbles then leave there for the
flavours to infuse. Do not let it boil!
4. Meanwhile, in a shallow container add the 
remaining coconut milk
5. Using a spoon to gently sprinkle the gelatin 
powder on top of the coconut milk, aim for an 
even layer completely covering the surface of 
the milk (blooming)
6. Let the gelatin mixture rest for about 5 mins. 
In this time the mixture on the stove would have 
infused



7. After 10 mins, heat the mixture on the stove again being careful to not let it
bubble, as before
8. Remove it from the heat and whisk the gelatin mixture into the warmed mixture
9. Once it’s completely combined, pour through a strainer into a large container or
individual serving containers then place in the fridge to set

10. It will take 2-3 hours to set depending on how cold your fridge is and how small
the container/s you’ve used
11. Once it’s set, use a knife or spatula to scrape around the edges to make it
easier to remove then turn the container/s upside down onto a serving plate until
set panna cotta comes out. It has a jelly/pudding-like consistency so it should come
out with no breakage if it’s set properly. Alternatively you could serve it still in the
individual containers
12. Garnish with grated or peeled orange rind before serving

Whether you serve up your panna cotta in individual cups, or as one large
dessert to dish out to your guests... this dessert will be a hit!



Flavour ideas to help inspire you with your panna cotta creations!

Coconut and Citrus: simply leave out the cocoa and just use coconut milk and
orange, lemon or lime

Strawberries and Cream: use coconut cream and strawberry pulp (seeds removed
by straining well)

Double Chocolate: add more cocoa powder for a richer panna cotta and even add
primal chocolate to the mix (such as Eating Evolved, Loving Earth, any that don't
contain dairy, gluten, soy and other additives. They all contain sugar though)

Sugar-Free: replace the honey with liquid stevia. If you grab a flavoured one and
use coconut milk you can make flavours such as cherry and other yumminess!

Choc Mint: use coconut milk, cocoa and either lots of fresh mint leaves (or even
better, fresh choc mint leaves!) to replace the orange rind in the recipe, or pure
organic peppermint essence

Coffee: use brewed organic coffee along with the coconut milk to make a creamy
coffee panna cotta

Flavour Variations

so many
possibilities!

Note: feel free to use other milks! I prefer coconut because I don't digest
nut products well but you can use pure nut milks if you wish!



Magical Mousse

I accidentally discovered a magical 'instant' mousse recipe one morning
while making brekkie at Mum's. She didn't have any fruits I would normally
mix with gelatin to make a smoothie with, but she did have frozen organic
blueberries so I decided to use them.

I bloomed and heated the gelatin powder with water on the stove as
usual, added that to the blender with about a cup of still-frozen
blueberries, turned on the blender for a minute or so until it looked about
right, began pouring the smoothie into a glass but quickly realised I hadn't
made a smoothie, instead I'd made... MOUSSE! 

I needed a spoon to scoop out the purpley, airy, fluffi-ness as it was no
longer runny. The mixture had started to set during the blending process.
Why? Because it was a combination of frozen ingredients with hot gelatin
water being mixed on a high speed! Therefore creating instant mousse. 

Amazing!

As you can imagine, I was pretty
excited with this discovery! A
couple of weeks later I had a
thought of trying frozen coconut
milk and cocoa powder to create
chocolate mousse. 

And it worked. 

So here's my recipe for you!



INGREDIENTS
1.5 tbsp beef gelatin powder 
1 tin Ayam coconut cream - frozen into ice cubes
3 tbsp pure cocoa powder
2-3 tbsp raw honey or pure maple syrup
1/2 cup spring or filtered water
½ tsp pure vanilla

Handy extras: have some ice cubes and hot water nearby 

METHOD
1. Pour the water into a small saucepan on the stove, DO NOT TURN ON yet, gently
sprinkle the gelatin over the surface of the water and leave it for 5 minutes to ‘bloom’
2. Meanwhile, place the coconut cream ice cubes, cocoa, honey and vanilla in a high-
speed blender. Do not turn on yet.
4. When gelatin has bloomed turn the stove on to high temp to heat the mixture quickly 
5. Stir with a fork or whisk until all gelatin is completely dissolved. This won't take long
because the gelatin has already softened a lot. You do want the liquid hot before you
remove it from the stove though
6. Pour gelatin mixture into blender with other ingredients and blend on high. Some of the
mixture may start to set as you’re blending and become airy and ‘moussey’ but most of
the mixture should be a bit runny. Ensure it's blended well and there are no lumps of
coconut milk remaining
7. Pour or spoon the mixture into a large bowl or serving dishes. It will start to set within a
few minutes, as long as it isn't too runny. If it is you can simply add a couple ice cubes
then blend again. If it's too thick and won't blend properly just add a couple teaspoons of
hot water at a time then blend again. 

Also, it may help to place the bowl/container in 
the freezer for a few minutes first to cool it right 
down so when the mousse mix is poured in the 
setting process speeds up before the bubbles 
inside disappear. But you should get a pretty 
good consistency by following all the steps.

It’s just about getting the right combination of ice and hot water as to how quickly the
mixture starts setting and how firm. You can store the mousse in the fridge but it will
become more firm and more like jelly than mousse, so this dessert is best served not long
after it's been made



More magical mousse flavour and ingredient ideas!

Tropical Fruit: chop up some fruits like mango, banana, paw paw etc and freeze.
Place those in the blender along with the bloomed gelatin water, sweetener and
blend. OR add some frozen coconut/nut milk for a creamy mousse. But just using
fruit is a great way to make fruit interesting for the kids, and for those who can't
consume milks for whatever reason

Strawberries and Cream: use coconut cream and strawberry pulp (seeds removed
by straining well)

Sugar-Free: replace the honey with liquid stevia. If you grab a flavoured one and
use coconut milk you can make flavours such as cherry and other yumminess!

Choc Mint: Infuse coconut milk in a saucepan with lots of mint or choc mint leaves,
strain, then freeze liquid into ice cube trays. Add cocoa to the blender. Or just use a
pure peppermint essence

Jaffa: the same method as Choc Mint only 
instead use orange rind, dried orange peel or 
pure orange essence

Coffee: use brewed organic coffee along with 
the coconut milk to make a creamy coffee 
mousse

Flavour Variations

the perfect
dessert!



Now that you've read through the recipes and info, let me give you the answers to
questions I'm often asked regarding gelatin and how I use it...

Q: Why is cocoa used and not cacao? Isn't cacao soooo much healthier?

A: My take on the cocoa vs cacao debate is that cacao being so high in so many
minerals and anti-oxidants isn't always easily digested and processed, especially
in those with gut problems (as in.. most of us these days!) so from the reading I've
done I'm convinced cocoa is better for some, including me. Why put my body
under more stress trying to break something down when it's already stressed
enough?
Also, I find cacao far too bitter and prefer the true chocolate flavour and richness
of cocoa for creating desserts and sweet foods.

It's important to note too that when you heat cacao you do degrade some of the
minerals, therefore almost creating cocoa, so you may be wasting money on
cacao when using it in dishes where you've heated it.

Lastly on this topic, I always use ORGANIC cocoa because, along with coffee,
conventionally-grown plants contain a lot of chemicals.

Q: How much gelatin should you consume each day?

A: I can't answer that, but I have 2 tablespoons per day and sometimes bone
broth as well (which contains gelatin). 1 in the morning with fruit for brekkie and 1
at night with orange juice to help me sleep (the combination of pure orange juice
with gelatin is a very nice boost of magnesium!). 

Please seek advice from a natural health practitioner with regards to how much
gelatin you should consume.

It's Q&A Time!



Q: Can the beef gelatin powder be added to drinks or is only the Hydrolysate
suitable for that?

A: Good question! If you chuck some beef gelatin powder with some cold liquid
and whisk quickly it WILL lump but if you drink it quickly it may not bother you. If
you don't want the lumps you do need to bloom and dissolve the gelatin powder.
Hydrolysate dissolves into cold liquid really easily, so it's preferable for mixing into
cold drinks.

Q: Can gelatin powder be used to replace protein powders?

A: I'm no expert on the subject, but from what I do know, gelatin is a different type
of protein than whey etc and doesn't directly contribute to muscle growth. It does
digest better but doesn't have the same effects as protein powders do. 
I would question .. are protein powders even necessary? If the diet is adequate the
gut is healthy. But for the purposes of muscle building please do your research and
choose the safest and most natural option.

Q: Do you need gelatin if you already consume bone broth?

A: Yes! Gelatin is a great way to add more digestible amino acids into your diet
and will help with gut healing, but bone broth contains more minerals and can help
improve micro nutrient intake. Bone broth is more nutritionally complex than gelatin
powder because it's made from bones and joints of animals whereas gelatin is
made only from hides.

Q: Is there a vegan alternative to gelatin?

A: No. As a thickener in cooking and to create a 
jelly-effect some people use agar agar, which is 
a plant, but from what I've read about it it's not 
easily digestible. And it certainly doesn't contain 
the same nutrients that gelatin does. No plant gelling 
product will aid in bone, skin, gut, nail and teeth health.

got another Q?just ask me!



information and recipes

What now?

If you don't already have some good quality gelatin handy to start making
magic in the kitchen...

Check with your local health food stores and paleo cafes. If they don't stock it, ask
them to. If that fails, do a search online for a home delivered option.

If you live in or near the Sunshine Coast...

Feel free to come along to our workshops and events! We do cooking demo's
(including gelatin recipes), Forest Therapy Workshops, Primal Fitness and Play
Sessions for charity - there are always all sorts of interesting events planned.

If you're keen to take your health to the next level, whether you're into Paleo living
or not, you might like our variety of Health and Fitness Coaching programs. Clint
uses Paleo lifestyle aspects and nature for his clients (1-on-1 and partner sessions
and adult and kids classes) to help people become healthier and fitter, for the long-
term, without adding stress to the body or the mind. He's very good at what he
does and his style and approach is unique. Get in touch and find out how you can
give it a go!

If you live elsewhere and want to get yourself healthier and happier...

You can register for the MindBodyReboot 30-day online program designed to teach
you the tools needed for long-term health and wellness. Let it help you work out
what foods and activities are right for your body. It includes far more than just
nutrition help, it also focuses on movement and mindset - and it's not a hard slog,
there's a lot of fun and enjoyable activities to help you stick with it and achieve
optimal results!

All event and program information can be found on the website...

Sadly that concludes our gelatin journey together



Get in touch - we'd love to 
hear fom you!

Phone: Aimee 0433 079 686 | Clint 0415 545 027
Email: primalinfluence@gmail.com
Website: www.primalinfluence.com
Sunshine Coast, QLD, Australia

Aimee Clark
Marketing & Events

Available for:
-Paleo cooking workshops and demonstrations
-Public speaking and events
-Professional networking and collaborations
-Interviews and media engagements
-Paleo consulting for business

Clint Bauer
Health & Fitness Coach

Available for:
-Individual, partner, group and kids coaching
-Public speaking and events
-Professional networking and collaborations
-Interviews and media engagements
-Paleo consulting for business



Disclaimer

General:
The author and of this e-book have used their best efforts in preparing this e-book.
The author makes no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy,
applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this e-book. 
The information contained in this e-book is strictly for educational purposes.
Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this e-book, you are taking full
responsibility for your actions.

No part of this may be copied, or changed in any format, sold, or used in any way
other than what is outlined within this e-book under any circumstances without
express permission from Aimee Clark.

Health:
This e-book provides general information and discussion about food, health
and related subjects.  The words and other content provided in this e-book, and
in any linked materials including the website, are not intended and should not be
construed as medical advice. If the reader or any other person has a medical
concern, he or she should consult with an appropriately-licensed physician or
other health care worker.

Never disregard professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of
something you have read in this e-book or in any linked materials. If you think you
may have a medical emergency, call your doctor or 000 immediately.

The views expressed in this e-book and website 
have no relation to those of any academic, 
hospital, practice or other institution with 
which the author is affiliated. all the best

with your gelatin fun!
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